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lighter than protons or any of the ban ons    Sff
H4
Lepus the constellation of the Hare situated
under the Orion group and one of the con
stellations with which the ancients were fami
liar
Lettres de Cachet sealed letters which the longs of
Prance issued to their agents to secure the im
prisonment of distrusted or disliked persons
without trial Abol shed in 1780
Levee a State reception held by the Sovereign or
his representative and attended by men only
Lewis a contrivance for stone lifting the principle
oi which was knoTn to the ancient Komans it
consists of two dovetail tenons of iron or other
metal expanded by an intervening key in a
dovetail shaped mortice m the Btone and
shackled by a nnted bolt to the hoisting
chain
Leyden Jar the earliest form of electrical con
denser Its invention is usually credited to
Muschenbroeck of Leyden (1745) It consisted
of a jar coated inside and out with tinfoil for
about two thirds of its height and having its
rnner coating connected with the top by a braes
knob and chain The jar was charged by
connecting it to an electrostatic machine
Lias a geological term referring to the lower sec
tion of the Jurassic group and mainly com
prising shales and limestones
Liberalism    See J28
Libraries before the invention of printing were
few and collected together at enormous cost
At Nineveh remains of libraries consisting of
tablets of baited clay have been discovered
There were two libraries at Alexandria contain
ing a Vast collection of rolls or volumes founded
bv Ptolemy I &oter (367-283 b c ) and estab-
lished by PtolemyllPhiladelphus (309-246B o )
Among the great libraries of later tunes may
be mentioned the \atican Library at Borne
moved to its present premises in 1588 the
ftoyal Library in Paris which later became the
Bibhotheque Nationale The Aster Library
New York and in England the Bodleian
Library Oxford and the British Museum
Library at Bloomsbury Since 1850 pubhc
libraries have been established in all the chief
cities and towns of the kingdom The first
lendmt, library was opened m Edinburgh m
1726 In most villages there is a county
library centre to which collections of books
axe sent by the County Library In Great
Britain there are 24 000 centres of this kmd in
village clubs halls shops schools and even
homes. 3n some counties there ib a library van
or the bibhobus as it has been called by a
3?rench writer This travelling library tours on
a pre ananged time table so that everyone
knows exactly when it will arrive The British
iluseum Library in London the National
Library of Scotland in Edinburgh that of Wales
in Aberyst wy th the Bodleian Libi aiy of Oxford
and the Cambridge University Library comprise
the copyright libraries entitled to receive a
copy of etch new book published in Britain
Other national libraries are the National
Reference Library of Science and Invention
(part of the Dept of Printed Books of the
British Museum) the National Lending
Libiary for Science and Technology under the
Department of Education and Science at
Boston Spa Yorkshire and the National
Central Library which is responsible for inter
lending at national and international level
On the future organisation of the national
libraries the Dainton committee reporting in
1969 foresaw that in two or three decades the
larger libraries laboratories and industrial
firms will be directly linked, through their
individual computer terminals to the com
puterlsed catalogue of the national libraries
tor loans direct dialogue between interrogator
and computer information source may well have
become commonplace and computer
storage capacity will begin to be able to cope
with the retention of full texts of the world s
literature to process it in response to parti
cular queries and if necessary to display it
remotely by facsimile transmission wherever it
is needed The Dainton committees pro-
posals were followed by a government White
Paper Tlie Bnfash Library which contained
 proposals for the creation of a single national
libraries organisation to Lc known as the British
Library It would consist of the British
'Museum Library and National .Reference
Library of Science and Invention (reseaicli ai>d
reference facilities to be accommodated m ntw
buildings near the Bntibh Museum) the
National Central Library and the Nation il
Lending Library for Science and Technology
(lending facilities at Boston fepa)
Lichens In every lichen two plant s are as^o
ciated one being an alga and the other a
fungus The fungus derives its food from the
alga probably the alga gains too from the
association being protected against desiccation
by the fungus (an example of svinbiosis)
Lichens are the first plants to colonise bare
rocks
Life Boat was invented by thiee men Lionel I ukin
who converted a coble into a boat for sav ing life
m 1785 William Wouldhave who disecn eied
how to make a boat right herself if she capsized
and Henry Greathead who built a life bo^t
partly from Wouldliave s model in 178Q This
boat was stationed at South Shields which \vis
the first permanent life boat station to be estnb
lished It was not until 1861 that the first 'lie
boat able to self n&ht was built and a m itor was
first installed in a life boat in 1904 S*odern
motor life boats have engines of from twin 18
h p to twin 80 h p with a speed of nearly 10
knots AH coastal life boats in this country are
maintained by the Royal National 1 ifeboat
Institution founded by Sir "William Hillary m
1824
Light a particular kmd of electromagnetic dis
turbance capable of travelling through space
and some kinds of matter and of affecting our
eyes to cause vision. Its finite speed was first
demonstrated by O Kflmer using observitions
of the eclipses of Jupiter s satellites in 1675
In 1860 Maxwell showed that light waves ire
electromagnetic Since Einstein s theory of
relativity (1905) it has been generally realised
that the speed of light is a fundamental natural
constant Visible light with wavelengths
between about 4 and 6 x 10-* cm is only a small
part of the electromagnetic spectrum Subtle
modern methods give the speed as 2 997C30
x 1010 cm per sec (about 186 000 miles per
sec)
Light Year A measure of astronomical distance
equal to the distance light travels in the course
of a year A light year is thus 5 88 million
million miles See also F3(2)
Lighthouses to warn ships of dangerous places and
indicate coasts points, harbours etc have
existed since the building of the Pharos a
tower of white marble 600 ft high built by
Ptolemy n Philadelphia at Alexandria, about
280 bo In early lighthouses the lights were
simple flres The most famous and one of the
earliest British lighthouses Is the Fddystone
(q v ) Dungeness lighthouse opened in 1960
is very modern in design, capable of automatic
operation and the first of its kind to incorporate
the xenon electric are lamp as a source of illumi
nation. The electric fog signal consists of
sixty loud speaker units built into the tower
just below the lantern giving ahoneycombeflect
The lighthouses of England and Wales the
Channel Islands, and Gibraltar are under the
control of Trinity House CommiBsioneTS of
Northern Lighthouses control those of Scotland
and the Commissioners of Irish Lights control
the coasts of Ireland. Particulars of lights in all
parts of the world are published for the guidance
of navigation in the Adrmratta Lwts of LvilAs
compiled annually by the British Admiralty
Lightning the flash of a discharge of electricity
between two clouds or between a cloud and the
earth, when the strength of the electric fields
becomes so great as to break down the resistance
of the intervening air With forked
lightning the actual path often branched, is
visible while with sheet hgntnrng the flash
is bidden by the eloude which themselves are
illuminated Ball lightning or fireballs is the
name given to the luminous balls whiehhave been
seen floating in the air during a thunderstorm
The Boya camera has provided much informa-
tion regarding the sequence of events in a
lightning discharge It is found that a flash

